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THE MORE THINGS CHANGE, THE MORE THEY STAY THE SAME
Headlines from today often make us feel like the markets, and the world, are
headed for a calamity. However, past headlines have always contained predictions
of imminent disaster, yet markets and global economies have continued to grow. At
Heritage, we have always taken an unemotional, disciplined approach to investing;
we recognize that a patient, diversified approach produces real results for our clients
over time and through many different market and economic cycles.
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FALL IS HERE!
Fall is a time to savor the changing colors of the leaves and to prepare for winter.
It is also a good time to take stock of your investment portfolio and to prepare for
year-end. It is a perfect time to think about tax loss selling (if appropriate), IRA
distributions, beneficiary changes, and to generally review your investment plan to
ensure that you are well prepared for the coming year and your financial future.
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HERITAGE NAMED TO CNBC FA 100
The CNBC FA 100 celebrates forward-thinking advisory firms that continue to uncover
new and better ways to help clients navigate through their complex financial lives.
Heritage Investment Group is honored to have been selected from a list of thousands
of firms based on criteria such as years in business, average account size, and total
accounts under management. Heritage is proud of the work that we do and the trust
that our clients place in us.

“Life starts all over again
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when it gets crisp in the fall.”

Kim Zeman

Kim joined Heritage in 2006 following a 20-year career with
Charles Schwab. Her primary duties are marketing and
event planning, working closely with Joe Gitto, Director
of Business Development. She also provides support for
our operations team and numerous Heritage clients. Kim
is active in the community through the Daughters of the
American Revolution and has held many positions in the
local Lighthouse Point chapter as well as at the State
and National levels. She is also active in the Hillsboro
Lighthouse Preservation Society and serves on their gala
committee. Kim and her husband enjoy spending most of
their leisure time on their boat.

ABOUT HERITAGE
At Heritage Investment Group, we have built our business on the foundational principle
that honesty is not optional, it is an obligation. As a family-owned and oriented business,
we are invested in our people and we recognize that your trust must be earned, not won.
As fiduciaries, we have a legal and ethical responsibility to put your interests before our
own. As investors, we believe in the power of the capital markets to maintain and grow
your wealth. As counselors, we will guide you with rationality and discipline.

− F. SCOTT FITZGERALD

‘Tis the Season for Optimism
“Bah! Humbug!”

– EBENEZER SCROOGE

The holiday season is certainly a time for optimism, but if you pay
any attention to the media you can be forgiven for concluding
that the world is in dire straits. On one recent afternoon, a random
look at the web pages of several national and local news outlets
contained some disturbing headlines: ISIS is regrouping despite
the killing of its leader, the opioid epidemic is out of control,
exercise does not make you lose weight, an accused murderer
is out on bond, and Alex Trebek has cancer. Not exactly “Joy to
the World.”
It is an unfortunate truth that bad news attracts more eyes and
ears than good news. Our media outlets emphasize war, terrorism,
and natural disasters, but the fact that 95,000 people will escape
extreme poverty today alone goes unreported. The overwhelming
prevalence of negative images in contemporary art, media, and
polite conversation would lead one to believe that the world has
never been worse, and that from an investment standpoint you
would be wise to hide your cash in a mattress. But fortunately for
the spirit of the season, the facts clearly tell a different story.

In his engaging TED talk, “Is the world getting better or worse?”,
Steven Pinker makes a strong case in support of the optimism we
tend to find during the holiday season. For example, from 1988
to the end of 2017 the US homicide rate dropped 38%, poverty
fell from 12% of the population to 7%, and emissions of particle
pollution were reduced by 40%. And, for those who believe that
the US is the only place where things have become better, across
the globe the number of active wars fell by nearly 50% from 1988
to 2017, the number of autocratic governments dropped by 29%,
and the rate of extreme poverty declined from 37% to 10%. That
translates to a decline of over one billion people suffering the
misery of poverty, not to mention the dramatic long-term declines
in famine and infant mortality and equally dramatic increases in
life expectancy and literacy.

“Stock markets have recognized
positive developments in the world
which is why global stocks have
increased 671% over the past 30 years.”
The simple truth is that there has never, in the history of the
world, been a better time to be a living human being than right
now. During the 20th century Americans became 96% less likely
to die in a car crash and 95% less likely to die on the job. War
now accounts for 75% fewer deaths per capita than it did in the
1980’s, and thanks to the work of charitable organizations like
the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, deaths from malaria
and other infectious diseases are in decline. And, from a purely
financial angle, the world is 100 times wealthier than it was 200
years ago and that wealth is more evenly distributed thanks to the
emergence of the middle class.
This is not to claim that there is no room for improvement in the
world. Inequality still exists. We all face dire issues on a personal,
national, and global level every day, and the media is a constant
reminder of this fact. But if the world were truly becoming a more
miserable place it would be reflected by a decline in the optimism
of capital markets. Instead, stock markets have recognized the
positive developments in the world, which is why global stocks
have increased 671% over the past 30 years.
The role of capitalism and liquid stock markets in this remarkable
surge in prosperity and equality cannot be ignored. Capitalism is a
philosophy for the optimist and it creates wealth because most of
us are willing to innovate and work hard to improve our own lives
and the lives of our children. Stock markets facilitate capitalism
by allocating investment capital to the best ideas in technology,
energy, health care, and other areas of innovation, so that the
lives of everyone can be improved.

For those who despair about the state of the world and its future,
it may appear that the best investments are cash, canned food,
and ammunition rather than stocks and bonds. However, we
suggest that during the holiday season we should all make an
effort to focus on the positive and remind ourselves of the facts:
the world is safer, healthier, and wealthier than ever before, and
we are very fortunate to be here to enjoy it.
Happy Holidays from all of us at Heritage!
The original version of this article was written by Heritage for the
November 2018 edition of The Light, a local magazine serving
Broward County, Florida.

Déjà Vu All Over Again
Investment fads are nothing new. When selecting strategies
for their portfolios, investors are often tempted to seek out the
latest and greatest investment opportunities. Over the years,
these approaches have sought to capitalize on developments
such as the perceived relative strength of particular geographic
regions, technological changes in the economy, or the popularity
of different natural resources. But long-term investors should be
aware that letting short-term trends influence their investment
approach may be counterproductive. As Nobel laureate Eugene
Fama said, “There’s one robust new idea in finance that has
investment implications maybe every 10 or 15 years, but there’s a
marketing idea every week.”
What’s hot becomes what’s not
Looking back at some investment fads over recent decades can
illustrate how often trendy investment themes come and go.
In the early 1990s, attention turned to the rising “Asian Tigers”
of Hong Kong, Singapore, South Korea, and Taiwan. A decade
later, much was written about the emergence of the “BRIC”
countries of Brazil, Russia, India, and China and their new place
in global markets.
Similarly, funds targeting hot industries or trends have come
into and fallen out of vogue. In the 1950s, the “Nifty Fifty” were
all the rage. In the 1960s, “go‑go” stocks and funds piqued
investor interest. Later in the 20th century, growing belief in the
emergence of a “new economy” led to the creation of funds
poised to make the most of the rising importance of information
technology and telecommunication services. During the 2000s,
130/30 funds, which used leverage to sell short certain stocks
while going long others, became increasingly popular. In the
wake of the 2008 financial crisis, “Black Swan” funds, “tail-riskhedging” strategies, and “liquid alternatives” abounded. As

investors reached for yield in a low interest rate environment
in the following years, other funds sprang up that claimed to
offer increased income generation, and new strategies like
unconstrained bond funds proliferated.
More recently, strategies focused on peer-to-peer lending,
cryptocurrencies, and even cannabis cultivation and private space
exploration have become more fashionable. In this environment,
so-called “FAANG” stocks and concentrated exchange-traded
funds with catchy ticker symbols have also garnered attention
among investors.
The fund graveyard
Unsurprisingly, however, numerous funds across the investment
landscape were launched over the years only to subsequently
close and fade from investor memory. While economic,
demographic, technological, and environmental trends shape
the world we live in, public markets aggregate a vast amount
of dispersed information and drive it into security prices.
Any individual trying to outguess the market by constantly
trading in and out of what’s hot is competing against the
extraordinary collective wisdom of millions of buyers and sellers
around the world.
With the benefit of hindsight, it is easy to point out the fortune
one could have amassed by making the right call on a specific
industry, region, or individual security over a specific period.
While these anecdotes can be entertaining, there is a wealth of
compelling evidence that highlights the futility of attempting to
identify mispricing in advance and profit from it.
It is important to remember that many investing fads, and
indeed, most mutual funds, do not stand the test of time. A large
proportion of funds fail to survive over the longer term. According
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to Dimensional Fund Advisors, of the 1,622 fixed income mutual funds in existence
at the beginning of 2004, only 55% still existed at the end of 2018. Similarly, among
equity mutual funds, only 51% of the 2,786 funds available to US-based investors at
the beginning of 2004 endured.
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What am I really getting?
When confronted with choices about whether to add additional types of assets or
strategies to a portfolio, it may be helpful to ask the following questions:
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• What is this strategy claiming to provide that is not already in my portfolio?
• If it is not in my portfolio, can I reasonably expect that including it or focusing on
it will increase expected returns, reduce expected volatility, or help me achieve my
investment goal?
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• Am I comfortable with the range of potential outcomes?
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“But long-term investors should be aware
that letting short-term trends influence their
investment approach may be counterproductive.”
If investors are left with doubts after asking any of these questions, it may be wise to
use caution before proceeding. Within equities, for example, a market portfolio offers
the benefit of exposure to thousands of companies doing business around the world
and broad diversification across industries, sectors, and countries. While there can
be good reasons to deviate from a market portfolio, investors should understand the
potential benefits and risks of doing so.
In addition, there is no shortage of things
investors can do to help contribute to a
better investment experience. Working
closely with a financial advisor can help
individual investors create a plan that fits
their needs and risk tolerance. Pursuing
a globally diversified approach; managing
expenses, turnover, and taxes; and staying
disciplined through market volatility
can help improve investors’ chances of
achieving their long-term financial goals.
Fashionable investment approaches
will come and go, but investors should
remember that a long-term, disciplined
investment approach based on robust
research and implementation may be the
most reliable path to success in the global
capital markets.

In accordance with rule 204-3(c) of the Investment Advisors Act of 1940, Heritage
Investment Group, Inc., hereby offers to deliver without charge, a copy of its
brochure (ADV Part 2) upon request. In addition, upon request, Heritage will
deliver, without charge, a copy of its corporate Code of Ethics.

Heritage Investment Group would
like to thank all of our clients for their
continued support. We are here to help
you plan for your future. If you have
any family members or friends who
might benefit from our help, we would
welcome the opportunity to speak
with them. Please contact us
at 954-785-5400.

heritageinvestment.com

